Abstract-For a mobile robot that interacts with humans such as a home assistant or a tour guide robot, activities such as locating objects, following specific people, and distinguishing among different people are fundamental, yet challenging robotic vision tasks. For complex object recognition and tracking tasks such as person recognition and tracking, we use the method of inter-classifier feedback to track both uniquely identifying characteristics of a person (e.g. face), and more frequently visible, but perhaps less uniquely identifying characteristics (e.g. shirt). The inter-classifier feedback enables merging multiple, heterogeneous sub-classifiers designed to track and associate different characteristics of a person being tracked. These heterogeneous sub-classifiers give feedback to each other by identifying additional online training data for one another, thus improving the performance of the overall tracking system. We implement the tracking system on a Segway base that successfully performed aforementioned activities to a second place finish in the RoboCup@Home 2007 competition. The main contribution is a complete description and analysis of the robot system and its implemented algorithms.
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I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the growing possibility of and demand for robots interacting in real-world environments, it is becoming increasingly important for robots to be able to interact with people. For robust human interaction in domestic environment, the robot must be able (1) to locate and identify common objects, (2) to follow people or guide people to places of interest, and (3) to distinguish the set of people with whom it commonly interacts while also successfully identifying strangers. In RoboCup@Home, an international competition designed to foster research on such interactive domestic robots, the robot has to show its performance in these tasks [1] . This paper presents the UT Austin Villa RoboCup@Home 2007 entry, a Segway-based robot and the second-place finisher in the competition. The robot demonstrated its ability to complete versions of all three of the tasks mentioned above. The main contribution of this paper is a complete description of the robot system and its implemented algorithms which enabled the robot's successful human-robot interaction in this broad, challenging, and relevant event, with an emphasis on the key component of our person recognition algorithm.
Detecting and/or tracking a particular person among multiple persons can be challenging for three reasons. The first Juhyun Lee, W. Bradley Knox, and Peter Stone are with the Department of Computer Sciences, the University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712, the United States of America. E-mail: {impjdi,bradknox,pstone}@cs.utexas.edu reason is the noisy data. A person's most uniquely identifying visual feature is his or her face, which is not always present in a given video frame. Even if it is present, face detection algorithms may fail due to motion blur or bad lighting. The second reason is the demanding constraints of the task. Because a robot needs to operate in real-time with its limited processing power shared among all its tasks, the computational resources available for person tracking are constrained, thus limiting the algorithms that may be considered. The third reason is the mobile nature of the robot. The robot may only get to see a very limited view of a person under one lighting condition when it is trained. Worse, the trained characteristics of the person can change over space and time, due to pose and illumination changes. Then, the robot must be able to detect such changes autonomously and select new training data for its classifiers.
We use inter-classifier feedback for person tracking in a video stream that uses face recognition as a starting point, but augments it with tracking of more frequently visible, but perhaps less uniquely identifying characteristics such as the person's clothes. The main idea is that primary, uniquely identifying characteristics (e.g. faces) can be dynamically associated with secondary, ambiguous, possibly transient, but more easily computable characteristics (e.g. shirt colors). When primary characteristics are identifiable, they are reassociated with the secondary characteristics currently visible on the person. The secondary characteristics can then be used to track the person, even when the primary characteristics are not detected. We also show how each classifier helps the other classifiers to update their training data online to improve the overall performance of the system.
The main technical focus of our approach was on person tracking and recognition. As such, we focus in detail in this article on our algorithms for these tasks, including a novel method of combining classifiers of multiple characteristics of the person. The tasks our robot performed also required object tracking, for which we use the previously mentioned ARTags [14] . We summarize our use of ARTags in the context of their task-specific uses in Section VI.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the RoboCup@Home 2007 competition including its goals and format. After the motivation for a strong person tracking algorithm for mobile robots, we introduce the concept of heterogeneous inter-classifier feedback in domainindependent terms in III. We provide a proof-of-concept with a simple person tracker that we used in the competition in Section IV. Section V introduces the UT Austin Villa robot, including both hardware and software systems. Section VI describes our specific solutions for each task and our respective performances in them. Section VII discusses related works and Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. ROBOCUP@HOME 2007
RoboCup@Home is an international research initiative that aims "to foster the development of useful robotic applications that can assist humans in everyday life" [1] . The eventual goal is to create fully functional robots that can assist humans at home in a variety of ways, performing any function that humans are currently hired to do, including assisted living and nannying. The RoboCup@Home community created a compelling and challenging set of tasks for the first year of the event in 2006 and raised the bar in 2007 [33] .
In the 2007 competition, robots in a living room and kitchen environment ( Fig. 1) had to complete up to four of six specified tasks. These tasks can be considered fundamental building blocks toward the complex behavior and capabilities that would be required of a fully functional home assistant robot. The specific tasks are described in Fig. 2 .
Within each task, there were two levels of difficulty. The easier level, called the first phase, existed as a proof of concept and often abstracted away part of the problem (e.g. object recognition or mapping and navigation). The second, more difficult phase of each task was structured similarly to how the task would need to be performed in a real domestic setting. During each phase, there was a ten minute time limit to complete the task objectives.
After the specific tasks, all teams performed a free-form demonstration in what was called the Open Challenge, during which they showed off their most impressive technical achievements to a panel of other team leaders. Each event was scored and five teams advanced to the Finals. In the Finals, the five finalists performed demonstrations for trustees of the RoboCup organization, who determined the final standings.
Our robot attempted three of the six possible RoboCup@Home tasks. These tasks were Lost and Found, Follow and Guide a Human, and Who Is Who?. Each task is described in the following subsections. Our specific approaches to the three tasks are detailed in Section VI. 
A. Lost and Found
This task tested a robot's ability to find an object that had been "lost" in the home environment. We competed in only the first phase of the Lost and Found task. In that phase, a team would hide a chosen object somewhere in the living environment at least five meters from their robot and out of its view. If the referees approved the location, the task began. The task ended successfully when the robot had moved within 50 cm of the item and had announced that it found it.
B. Follow and Guide a Human
In Follow and Guide a Human, a robot followed a designated human as he or she walked throughout the home and then, optionally, returned to the starting position (thus "guiding" the human).
1) First Phase: A team member led his or her robot across a path determined by the competition referees. The leader was permitted to wear any clothing or markers he chose. Once the leader and the robot reached the destination, an optional extension was to have the robot return back to the starting point with the human-following.
2) Second Phase: The rules were the same except that the human leader was a volunteer chosen from the audience. Therefore, the algorithm needed to robustly identify a person without markers or pre-planned clothing.
C. Who Is Who?
The Who Is Who? task tested person-recognition capabilities on a mobile robot. Both phases of the task involved the robot learning to recognize four people, the referees rearranging the people and adding one new person (a "stranger"), and the robot subsequently identifying the four known people and the stranger accurately.
1) First Phase: The four people lined up side-to-side while a robot moved among them and learned their appearances and names. Once the robot finished training, the four people and a stranger were arranged into a new order by the referees. Then, the robot again moved among the people, announcing their names as each was identified. One mistake was allowed. 2) Second Phase: The second phase was much like the first, but after the robot finishes training, the four known people and the stranger were placed by the referees in various locations around the entire living room and kitchen environment. The robot then had to search them out and correctly identify them.
III. CLASSIFICATION WITH HETEROGENEOUS INTER-CLASSIFIER FEEDBACK
A robust person tracking and recognition algorithm was essential in order to do well in two out of three tasks we decided to attempt. Before moving on to the implementation details of the person tracker we used, we describe the concept of heterogeneous inter-classifier feedback in domain-independent terms.
The overall system is a learning system which takes its current state and a part of the input sequence to compute its output and update its current state. During the output computation, an overall classifier is used which is built up from two or more heterogeneous sub-classifiers. Each subclassifier solves its own classification problem by extracting different characteristics from the same input.
We divide the characteristics into two groups: primary and secondary. A primary characteristic must be a unique one that identifies a class. The classification problem of such primary characteristic may be computationally expensive, or susceptible to noisy input data. A secondary characteristic may be ambiguous, but computationally less expensive and more robust with respect to noise. Secondary characteristics can be introduced to leverage the shortcomings of a classification solely based on primary characteristics. This is also one of the main differences between our method and an ensemble. A secondary classifier is not used to vote for a better answer in case of an ambiguous classification result, but as a fallback classifier for the times when the primary classifier returns no answer. There can be multiple characteristics in the same level, or more levels of characteristics may be introduced if the inter-characteristic relationship can be well-defined. Fig. 3 illustrates our scheme. P riChar ← ExtractP riChar(Input)
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P riClass ← Classif yP riChar(P riChar) 6: else
7:
P riClass ← ∅ 8: Class ← ∅ 9: if (P riClass = ∅) then
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21:
Class ← SecClass 22: Update State 23: return Class Alg. 1 shows the basic structure of the algorithm we propose. ExtractP riChar and ExtractSecChar extract and return primary and secondary characteristics, respectively, of a given raw input. The returned characteristics are fed into each characteristic's classifiers Classif yP riChar and Classif ySecChar, respectively, which return the class label of the input. T rainP riChar and T rainSecChar are procedures for training the primary and the secondary classifier, respectively, with the training data and the class label. Finally, IsP riCharRequired is a simple helper function that determines whether the heavy primary classifier should be run in the given cycle for performance reasons.
The computationally cheap, and thus more frequently invocable, secondary classifier can be used as the default (lines 1-2), while the more expensive primary classifier is invoked whenever a more accurate classification is needed (lines 3-7). If the condition of taking the branch is carefully chosen, near real-time performance can be achieved by avoiding a large classification expense each cycle. In case of a mismatch of the class labels returned by each classifier (line 12), the algorithm picks the class label with higher confidence depending on each characteristic's classification accuracy and/or State. Lines 14, 17, and 19 comprise the inter-classifier feedback which improves the classification performance of each classifier by adding more training data to the other class. In case all subclassifiers do not return an answer, the overall classifier does not return an answer either. Our scheme does not try to find an answer if an answer cannot be determined from its subclassifiers. However, our scheme still performs better than a 
IV. PERSON TRACKING WITH HETEROGENEOUS INTER-CLASSIFIER FEEDBACK
Having discussed the general concept of heterogeneous inter-classifier feedback, next we apply the algorithm to a person tracking task. Since faces are unique, the primary characteristic for the person tracking task can be chosen to be the face. Since tracking the face alone is not sufficient to robustly track the person for previously mentioned reasons, a secondary characteristic of a person which is independent from the primary characteristic is chosen. Among different candidate characteristics, we choose the shirt of a person to be the secondary characteristic because it is easily visible, unless he or she is completely occluded by other objects. Fig. 3 is implemented for our domain as shown in Fig. 4 .
A. Primary Characteristic Tracking
We divide the primary characteristic tracking task in two: the face detection and the face recognition. These correspond to ExtractP riChar and Classif yP riChar in Algorithm 1, respectively. The face detection algorithm we use for the task is a boosted cascade of Haar-like features as discussed in [29] . It is implemented in the Intel Open Source Computer Vision Library, and shows a near-real-time performance (15 Hz) using limited resolution (160 × 120) images with our tablet PC. Extracting rectangular features from integral images as described in [29] does not suffer from a slight resolution decrease. The face recognition algorithm which extracts scaleinvariant features (SIFT) [22] from cut-out face images suffers more from a resolution decrease. Rather than clipping the faces from the small 160 × 120 image used for the face detection, we extract the corresponding region in the original 640 × 480 image and extract the SIFT features of that region. These are used to distinguish among different faces by counting the number of matches during the recognition phase. 
B. Secondary Characteristic Tracking
The secondary characteristic, a person's shirt, is trained when that person's face is successfully classified for several (e.g. 10) frames. Each person has his or her own positive and a negative histogram each with a size of 64 × 64 × 64 RGB bins that contains the color information of the shirt the person is wearing. For example, a shirt with red and green stripes has high counts in (63, 0, 0) and (0, 63, 0). Fig. 5 shows which regions in an image are scanned for positive and negative samples of the shirt. Positive samples of the shirt colors are taken from a region as large as the face's bounding box, located 0.5 bounding boxes below the face. Negative samples are taken from two regions each as large as the face's bounding box, located 0.5 bounding boxes left and right of the face which should be the background or other objects in the scene. By maintaining positive and negative samples separately, a more accurate RGB-to-person mapping can be generated than by generating the mapping with positive samples alone. With this sampling scheme, we assume that the color of the shirt is relatively uniform in direction, i.e. we do not consider shirts having different colors in the front and in the back but we do not assume constant-colored shirts. We assume that each person has a distinctly colored shirt. In case there is more than one person having similarly colored shirts, the shirt of the latest person of interest is recorded, and the corresponding RGB values are mapped to that person.
To detect the shirt of a person in a given scene, we map each RGB pixel to a person ID with the mapping generated as described in the previous paragraph, and find the largest continuous blob containing only 1 ID. This approach is a modification of color-blob segmentation [26] where the colors of interest are assigned the same label. The blob detection and recognition algorithm is a lightweight operation that is carried out in real-time, 25 to 30 frames per second with a 320 × 240 resolution image. A more sophisticated algorithm such as edge detection may also be applied, but it requires additional object classification which needs a computation close to the face recognition itself (e.g. the Canny edge detector runs in 15 Hz) which is not desirable for tracking a weaker characteristic.
Another SIFT matching algorithm could have been chosen to distinguish shirts, but we found the color information of shirts yields better classification than the gray-scale SIFT features.
C. Adaptive Characteristic Tracking Algorithm Selection
Heavier vision processing is undesirable, since it results in lower frame rates which leads to less reactive robot behavior. We use an adaptive characteristic selection scheme for the robot's vision to achieve a higher frame rate. By the nature of human motion, the face is either constantly visible if facing the camera with limited movement, or constantly unrecognizable or occluded if not facing the camera or moving rapidly, although there can be a transition period between the two states. The face detection algorithm we use shows an average frame rate of 15 Hz. If the face detector can be skipped every other frame without decreasing the detection rate, the average frame rate would increase up to 22.5 Hz. Referring back to Algorithm 1, IsP riCharRequired is defined as "every other frame". To avoid compromising the person detection rate, the secondary shirt detector has to show an equal or better detection rate than the face detector. We found this to be true in relatively steady lighting conditions.
D. Autonomous Real-Time Training Data Selection
Although we introduce the notion of primary and secondary characteristics indicating the different weights of each characteristic, there is no guarantee that a lower weighted characteristic will positively impact other characteristics, and vice versa. The primary tracking system can give feedback to the secondary tracking system to choose new training data for accurate classification. In our person tracking application, the face recognizing algorithm which computes scale-invariant features in normalized gray-scale images is more robust to color changes caused by ambient brightness changes. On the other hand, the RGB-to-person mapping used for shirt tracking is highly susceptible to such changes. If a person's face is correctly recognized, but the shirt is not detected, the RGBto-person mapping can re-learn the shirt's colors, or update the RGB values for better classification under the changed lighting condition.
Since SIFT features are sensitive to directed lighting, a person moving in an indoor environment may be classified as a different person where there is more directed lighting than ambient lighting. However, the shirt's colors sampled with a Gaussian distribution has a slightly wider range in this case, and thus is still visible with directed lighting. Since the shirt is already known to belong to a certain person, the falsenegative unknown face is then added to the training data of the primary classifier. Although conceptually possible, we decided not to integrate the re-training of the face recognizer on our laptop. The re-computation of the probability density function in our face recognizer takes more than 3 seconds on our robotmounted laptop and less than 1 second on a 2 GHz dualcore laptop. We found that the robot operates more smoothly without the re-training, since it does not have to stop frequently for the PDF computation. The effect of autonomous real-time training data selection is shown in the Finals described in Section VI. 1 , supporting an on-board computer and various sensors. No other team used a Segway as its robotic platform. The Segway provides controlled power in a relatively small package. This suits a domestic environment well, for it is small enough to maneuver a living environment built for humans and powerful enough to reliably traverse varying indoor terrain including rugs, power cords, tile, and other uneven surfaces. The large wheels easily navigate small bumps that challenged other indoor robots during the competition.
The two-wheeled, self-balancing robot reaches speeds up to six mph, exerts two horsepower, and has a zero turning radius, freeing it from worry about getting out of tight corners and corridors. The Segway moves with two degrees of freedom, receiving motion commands in the form of forward velocity (m/sec) and angular velocity (radians/sec). It provides proprioceptive feedback in the form of measurements of odometry and pitch. With a payload capacity of 100-150 lbs., the Segway could easily carry several times the weight of its current load.
A 1 GHz Fujitsu tablet PC sits atop the Segway platform, performing all sensory processing, behavior generation, and the generation of motor commands on-board. It interfaces with the Segway via USB at 20 Hz.
Two cameras and one laser range finder are available to sense the robot's environment. The Videre Design STOC camera 2 provides depth information, but is not used for the tasks and experiments described in this paper. Higher picture quality is obtained by the second camera, an inexpensive Intel webcam which sends 30 frames per second. The attached Hokuyo URG-04LX 3 is a short range, high resolution laser range finder that is well-suited for indoor environments. It collects 769 readings across 270
• at 10 Hz. Also, a Logitech microphone and USB speakers are attached.
The Segway RMP 100 is based on the p-Series Segway line for human transport. Despite its power, the robot is quite safe, featuring safety mechanisms such as automatic shut-off, an emergency kill rope, and speed caps at both the hardware and software levels.
A multi-threaded program, written from scratch, operates the robot. The program's structure can be divided into five modules: the camera input processing, the laser range finder input processing, the motion input/output, speech output, the high-level behavior unit, and the GUI.
VI. APPROACH AND PERFORMANCE
This section describes the strategies and algorithms the Segway used in the tasks described in Section V. All tasks were performed in the same home environment (Fig. 1) .
A. Lost and Found
In Lost and Found, a robot searched for a known object that had been placed in an unknown location in the home environment. The task setup is described in Section II. Our robot competed in the first phase of Lost and Found. 1) First Phase: We chose to use an ARTag marker as the target object [14] . ARTag is a system of 2D fiducial markers and vision-based detection. The markers are robustly detected from impressive distances (more than 5 m at 320 × 240 resolution in our lab with a 20 cm×20 cm marker) with varying light and even partial occlusion. Each marker is mapped to an integer by the provided software library. We did not observe any false positives from our ARTag system.
For the Lost and Found task, our robot searched the environment using a reflexive, model-free algorithm that relied on a fusion of range data and camera input. The Segway moved forward until its laser range finder detects an obstacle in its path. It would then look for free space, defined as an unoccupied rectangular section of the laser plane 75 cm deep and a few centimeters wider than the segway, to the left and right and turned until facing the free space. If both sides were free, the robot randomly chose a direction. If neither side was free, it turned to the right until it found free space. Algorithmically, free space was determined by a robustly tuned set of pie pieces in the laser data which overlapped to approximate a rectangle (see Fig. 7 ).
We placed the object on a table at the opposite end from where the Segway began. A straight line between the two Fig. 7 . The laser range finder data is checked for occupancy at three different ranges and angles to approximate a rectangle. The rectangle was a bit wider and deeper than the Segway for safety.
would have passed through a television, shelves, and a kitchen table. The robot had neither prior knowledge of the object's location nor any model of the environment. The Segway successfully completed its search with more than three minutes to spare. Of the six teams that attempted Lost and Found, only three teams, including our team, completed it.
B. Follow and Guide a Human
In this task, a robot followed behind a human as he or she walked around the home environment, winding around the furniture. Its setup is described in Section II. The Segway attempted both the first and second phases of the Follow and Guide a Human task. 1) First Phase: We attempted only the following (not guiding) portion of this first phase. We did not attempt the extension because time constraints and technical difficulties left the Segway without functional mapping software. (No team finished the extension of returning back to the starting point.) Again, we used an ARTag marker on the shirt of the leading human. The robot flawlessly followed the human leader, without touching furniture or the human. Six of eight teams that attempted the first phase of Follow and Guide a Human completed this portion of the task.
2) Second Phase: Without the ARTags of the first phase, the robot instead trained and used a shirt classifier as described in Section IV (Fig. 8) . Since we anticipated following a human with his back turned, and thus never return a positive classification result, the face recognition component of our person recognition algorithm was not used. This is an example of the secondary classifier acting as a fall-back classifier, when the primary classifier does not return any result (Fig. 9) .
In the competition, the referees chose an African-American volunteer wearing a white shirt. This choice presented two problems that each were sufficient to break our algorithm.
The first problem was that the Viola and Jones' face detection algorithm was unable to detect the human's darkskinned face. The face detector extracts contrast-based features from a potential face location in the image and uses those features to classify the location as a face or not. However, the lighting was too dark for the detector to capture both bright and dark regions in a dark-skinned face. Without detecting a face, the robot merely waited to see one. We restarted the robot with a LED flashlight attached below the camera to add contrast to the volunteer's face. This time, the face detector managed to locate the face in the video images, and the shirt classifier learned the white shirt.
Tracking the volunteer's shirt was also problematic. His white shirt blended with the background, much of which was white as well. Collecting negative samples helps discriminate between similar colors to some extent, but the shirt and large elements of the background were too alike for the algorithm to handle. Instead of tracking the volunteer's shirt as intended, the robot classified a large portion of the wall as the person and was unable to follow the volunteer.
The choice of volunteer revealed weaknesses in our shirtfollowing algorithm. However, in the Open Challenge and Final rounds, we demonstrated that, given a human leader with light to moderately dark skin and a shirt color that is distinguishable from the background colors, the robot could follow a person for whom it has no a priori data.
C. Who Is Who?
The Who Is Who? task tested a mobile robot's ability to meet and later recognize humans. To learn the faces of multiple people, we train a face classifier for each person as described in Section IV. For Who Is Who?, the output of the multipleface classifier is the set of identities which had a number of SIFT feature matches above an empirically determined threshold. If the output set is empty, then the threshold is lowered and the classifier is re-run.
Given the set of candidate identities, a shirt classifier takes over. This classifier gathers samples as described in Section IV, but otherwise the shirt classifier is different, having been modified to eliminate blob selection. Since the face is required for classification in this task, the shirt pixels are simply taken from below the face as in training. For each candidate identity, the Euclidean distance between the average RGB values of the pixels on the persons shirt (a 3-tuple) and the average RGB values of the specific identity's shirt samples is calculated. If at least one candidate's shirt distance is above a shirt threshold, then the candidate with the shortest distance is chosen as the identity of the person. If none are above the shirt threshold, the person is announced as a stranger. This is an example of the secondary classifier being a fall-back classifier in case the primary characteristic based classification result is not confident enough (Fig. 10) .
1) First Phase: In the first phase, we chose the four people and their shirts. We gave them strongly distinguishable shirt colors -red, green, blue, and yellow. Our robot correctly identified four of the five people. The stranger was misidentified as one of the known people.
We believe this error occurred specifically on the stranger for two reasons. First, the volunteer's SIFT features matched many features of at least one of the known people. Second, the volunteer's shirt was colored similarly to the person whose SIFT features were similar. With both the primary characteristic (the face) and the secondary characteristic (the shirt) testing as false positives, the person tracker did not correctly classify the stranger.
Of seven teams that attempted this task, some of which used commercial software packages, only one other received points by identifying at least four of the five people.
2) Second Phase: The training of the second phase is the same as in phase one, except the persons were chosen randomly by the committee. The testing is especially more challenging in the second phase. The five people (four known and one stranger) are not standing in a line anymore, but are instead randomly distributed throughout the home environment.
As in the Lost and Found task, we used a stochastic search to look for candidate people as recognized by positive identification from the face detection module. During the allotted time, the robot found one of the people and correctly identified him. No other team identified a single person during the second phase.
D. Open Challenge
Once all teams had attempted their specific tasks, each competed in what was called the Open Challenge. This consisted of a presentation and free-form demonstration. Going into this event, after receiving scores from the specific tasks, UT Austin Villa ranked third of eleven. A jury of the other team's leaders ranked us second for the Open Challenge. The robot's demonstration was a simplified version of the one performed in the Finals, so it will not be described.
E. Finals
The top five teams competed in the Finals. Having ranked third in the specific tasks and second in the open challenge, UT Austin Villa advanced along with Pumas from UNAM in Before describing the demonstration itself, we begin with some motivation for the scenario we focused on. Accurate person-recognition will be essential in any fully functional home assistant robot. For instance, if a person refers to himself or another by a pronoun (i.e. "Get me my medicine."), the robot needs to know who is being referenced. Asking for identification each time would be cumbersome and unnatural. Instead, the robot should identify the person by context as a human would. This context includes, among other things, visual data, which our algorithm uses.
Person recognition must be robust. Facial recognition alone is not enough, since humans will sometimes be facing away from the robot's camera. Similarly to our previously described algorithm for the Who Is Who? person recognition task, we again use shirt color as a secondary classifier. Whereas before it was used to differentiate people after comparing their faces, here we demonstrate using it to identify a person when he turns his back to the robot's camera.
Person recognition, in addition to being robust, must be flexible. Rigidly learning a person's exact appearance at one moment will likely not be sufficient to identify him or her after a significant change in appearance. Changes in human appearance can be roughly categorized into two types. One occurs quickly, like the changing of clothes every day or cutting one's hair. The other type of change occurs very gradually and includes growing older and losing or gaining weight. Although we created an algorithm to handle certain cases of both types, the five minute window of our demonstration limited us to creating a scenario that includes only quick changes.
Our scenario was designed to display our algorithm's robustness and adaptability. Specifically, it shows person identification using shirt color as a secondary classifier in the absence of the primary classifier, the face. It also mimics the daily Fig. 10 . Recognizing a person for the Who Is Who? task. Note that the feedback is disabled, since no re-training is desired. Otherwise, the scheme is similar to Fig. 4. (or so) occurrence of a human changing clothes, showing the robot adapt to this change in the secondary classifier. Lastly, it shows that the Segway robot can effectively follow a recently learned person without markers, as we unfortunately were unable to show during the second phase of the Follow and Guide a Human task. The only differences were that we used a lighter-skinned human and shirt colors which stood out from the colors of the background (as opposed to brown-skinned and white-shirted).
Before the demonstration, we again presented a short talk about the robot and our algorithms. A video of the presentation and demonstration can be found at our team web page 4 . The demonstration involved two people, one with whom the robot intended to interact and another who was unrelated to the robot's primary task (stranger). At the beginning, the robot trains classifiers for the intended person's face and shirt. It then follows the learned person based on only shirt color when face is not visible, first with a green shirt and later with a red shirt. The Segway twice gets "passed" to a stranger, whose back is turned (i.e. face invisible) and is wearing the same shirt color. Each time, it follows the stranger until it can see his face. At that point, the face classifier returns a negative classification and supercedes the shirt classifier, and the robot announces that it has lost the learned person and turns away to look for him. Upon finding the original person based on a positive facial classification, it retrains the person's shirt, subsequently stating whether the shirt color has changed.
In the demonstration, the interaction between the face and shirt classifiers was different than in the Who Is Who? task. In that task, the shirt classifier refined the results of the face classifier, choosing from possibly several candidate identities. In this demonstration, however, the shirt classifier worked when the robot did not detect a face in its vision input. Also when both classifiers were running (a face and a shirt are detected) but gave contradicting results, the shirt classifier would re-train using samples obtained from the face classifier. This demonstration shows a full implementation of our scheme as depicted in Fig. 4 . The panel of judges scored the presentations and demonstrations of each finalist, determining each team's final standing in RoboCup@Home 2007. We finished in second place (Fig.  11) . Of the top three teams, we had a couple of unique characteristics. Our team size of three people was half that of the next smallest team. We were also the only team in the top three that was competing for the first time. We were very successful as well in the specific tasks in which we competed. We received more points than any other team in the personrecognition task of Who Is Who? and accomplished all tasks that we attempted in the first phases of Lost and Found and Follow and Guide a Human.
VII. RELATED WORK
A variety of home assistant robots have been created in the past decade. Many exhibited impressive specific capabilities. Care-O-bot II [16] brought items to a human user and took them away in a domestic setting. It also functioned as a walking aid, with handles and an interactive motion system that could be controlled directly or given a destination. Earlier systems include HERMES [6] and MOVAID [10] .
Person following specifically has received much attention from researchers. A recent laser-based person-tracking method was developed by Gockley et al. [15] . Their robot Grace combined effective following with social interaction. A visionbased approach similar to our own was created by Schlegel et al. [25] . In their system, the robot also tracked shirts using color blobs, but the shirts had to be manually labeled in the training images. Some more recent approaches have used stereo vision and color-based methods to track humans [12] , [19] .
Person tracking is an extensively researched area in computer vision. Several person tracking systems detecting the number of persons and their positions over time use a combination of foreground/background classification, clustering of novel points, and trajectory estimation [11] , [17] , [27] , [32] . These systems focus on algorithms tracking persons using a stationary camera from a relatively distant, high viewpoint from which most of the people's bodies are consistently visible. In contrast, we consider a camera mounted on a mobile robot that may be moving in close proximity to and often at a lower vantage point than the people in question.
In this setting, the target person's unpredictable movement, the robot's inaccurate motion, obstacles occluding the target, and inconsistent lighting conditions can cause the robot to frequently lose sight of its target. To relocate its target after such out-of-sight situations, the robot must be capable of re-recognizing the person it was tracking. For such person recognition, faces are the most natural identifier, and various studies have been conducted on face recognition [29] , [20] , [4] , [28] . Although these systems achieve reasonably high accuracy with well-aligned faces, they are infeasible for a real-time robotic platform due to heavy computation of face alignment or facial component extraction. Instead of recognition methods relying on careful alignment, we extract SIFT features [22] from faces similar to work proposed in [23] , [5] and recognize faces by counting the number of matching SIFT features which is performed in near real-time.
To address the brittleness of tracking faces in light of changing poses and inconsistent lighting, we augment a face classifier with other classifiers, e.g. a shirt classifier. Previous work on integrating multiple classifiers has shown that integrating multiple weak learners ("ensemble methods") can improve classification accuracy [24] , and the idea has been extended to multiple reinforcement learning agents giving feedback to each other [9] , [18] . In [21] , multiple visual detectors (e.g. Grey vs. BackSub) are co-trained [7] on each other to improve classification performance. These methods typically focus on merging classifiers that aim to classify the same target function, possibly using different input features. In contrast, the classifiers we merge are trained on different concepts (e.g. faces vs. shirts) and integrated primarily by associating their target classes with one another in order to provide redundant recognition, as well as to provide dynamically revised training labels to one another. Tracking faces and shirts is a known technique [13] , [30] , but we express the scheme in general terms and focus on the interaction of the classifiers.
There are various data fusion techniques for detecting objects in the environment. Multi-sensor fusion combines readings of multiple sensor devices to improve accuracy and confidence [8] , [31] . In our method, we use one input from a single sensor device that is processed in multiple ways. Techniques such as MCOR combine multiple cues for object recognition in the environment [2] . Unlike their approach of adjusting the weight of each cue, we assign static weights to each classifier, but update the classifiers with additional training data using inter-classifier feedback.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The main contribution of this paper was the complete description of our Segway-based platform that performed successfully in the RoboCup@Home 2007 competition. Leveraging our main technical innovation of using co-training classifiers for different characteristics of a person (face and shirt), it was able to follow a person, distinguish different people, identify them by name, and ultimately combine these abilities into a single robust behavior, adapting to a person changing his or her clothes.
The proposed vision algorithm makes use of the shirt or the face color as a fixed secondary characteristic. We have shown how the system adapts when a secondary classifier fails, if for example the background is similar to the shirt color. However, if people have similar shirts, other vision algorithms need to be considered adaptively. Switching the algorithm online would be another interesting application of the inter-classifier feedback.
Though the Segway is adept at identifying previously seen humans, it lacks general object recognition capabilities, instead relying on the ARTag system. Future work that gives the robot the ability to learn and later recognize objects other than people would greatly increase its ability to interact within the home environment.
Mapping capabilities will also be necessary on any fully functional domestic robot. One option is Kuipers' Hybrid Spatial Semantic Hierarchy, a system that provides simultaneous localization and mapping, path planning, and an abstraction from its occupancy grid to an idea of places and portals [3] . Other packages are available as well.
